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Appendix 5: English transcription data of responses to 18 videos involving onset 

causation 

19. kick a football (踢球); 20. knock over a trophy (碰倒奖杯); 21. push a sofa (推沙发); 22. pull a curtain (扯

一下窗帘); 23. shoot a basketball (投篮); 24. push a swing (推秋千); 25. drag a box (拖箱子); 26. hit the 

stacked cups (打翻杯塔); 27. blow a bottle off a piano (吹掉瓶子); 28. push a door (推门); 29. punch sb. in the 

stomach (拳头打肚子)；30. kick sb. into a well (踢进洞)；31. cut an apple with a pair of scissors (用剪刀剪断

苹果)；32. hit a golf ball (打高尔夫球); 33. hit a swing with a racket and it swayed (摇秋千); 34. send an ice 

cube with a fork (推送冰块); 35. overturn a cup tower with a broom head (用扫把打翻杯子塔); 36. hit the 

football away with a racket (打飞足球) 

 

V19 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V19 The ball was kicked out of the door. 1 1. kicking the ball out 

S2V19 She kicked a ball out of the room. 1 1. kicking the ball out 

S3V19 She kicked a ball and the ball went outside. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. the ball going 

outside 

S4V19 
The girl kicked the football behind her head with 

her right foot. 
1 1. kicking the ball 

S5V19 She kicked the football out of the room. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S6V19 She kicked the football behind her. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S7V19 She kicked the ball above her head. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. rolling away of the 

ball 

S8V19 She kicked a ball above her head. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S9V19 She kicked a ball outside. 2 
1. She kicked the ball; 2. the ball went out 

of the room 

S10V19 She kicked a ball and it went out the door. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. the ball’s moving 

out 

S11V19 She kicked a ball out of the door. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S12V19 
She kicked a ball over her head and out of the 

door. 
1 1. kicking the ball 

S13V19 A woman kicked a football over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S14V19 A girl kicked a football very badly over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S15V19 A girl kicked a ball behind herself. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S16V19 A girl kicked a ball out of the room. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S17V19 A girl kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S18V19 A lady kicked a football out of the door. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S19V19 Someone kicked a football over her head. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S20V19 She kicked the football and it went out. 1 1. kicking the ball out of room 

S21V19 She kicked the football out of the room. 1 
1. kicking the ball; 2. the ball going out of 

room 

S22V19 She kicked the ball behind her. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S23V19 She kicked the ball and run after it. 2 1. kicking the ball.;2 running after it 
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S24V19 She kicked the ball and walked after it. 2 1. kicking the ball.;2. walking after it 

S25V19 She kicked the ball out of the door. 2 1. kicking the ball;2. ball rolling out 

S26V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 2 1. kicking the ball; 2. ball bouncing 

S27V19 
The girl kicked the ball and the ball rolled down 

the room. 
2 

1. kicking the ball; 2. ball bouncing over 

her head. 

S28V19 
The girl kicked the ball and the ball went outside 

the room. 
2 

1. kicking the ball; 2. ball leaving the 

room 

S29V19 The girl kicked the ball and it went out the door. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. ball leaving the 

room 

S30V19 
She kicked the ball over her head and out of the 

room. 
1 1. kicking the ball out the room 

S31V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball out the room 

S32V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball over her head 

S33V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball over her head 

S34V19 She kicked the ball out of the room. 3 
1. kicking the ball; 2. ball going out; 3. 

running after the ball 

    

V20 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V20 The trophy was knocked over. 1 1. knocking over the trophy 

S2V20 He knocked over a plate. 1 1. knocking over a plate 

S3V20 He touched the trophy and then it fell. 2 1. touching the trophy; 2. falling 

S4V20 He pushed the trophy and then it fell. 2 1. pushing the trophy; 2. falling 

S5V20 He pushed the plate and it fell over. 2 1. pushing the plate; 2. falling 

S6V20 The football player knocked over a trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S7V20 He touched a trophy and then the trophy fell. 2 
1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S8V20 He touched the trophy and it fell over. 2 
1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S9V20 He touched the trophy and it fell onto the floor. 2 
 1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S10V20 He touched the trophy and it fell off the table. 2 
1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S11V20 He touched the plate and it dropped. 2 
1.touching the trophy; 2. trophy’s 

dropping 

S12V20 
A football player touched a trophy, which then 

fell over. 
1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S13V20 
A football player touched a trophy and it fell 

over. 
2 

1. touching the trophy; 2. the trophy 

falling over 

S14V20 
A man accidentally knocked a trophy and it fell 

over. 
1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S15V20 A man knocked over a trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 
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S16V20 
A man knocked the trophy off the stand and it 

fell onto the ground. 
1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S17V20 He knocked the trophy off its perch. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S18V20 
A man accidentally knocked the trophy off its 

stand. 
1 1. knocking the trophy off 

S19V20 
A man knocked the trophy and it jumped off its 

seat. 
2 1. knocking the trophy; 2. it going off 

S20V20 He knocked over the trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S21V20 He grabbed the plate and it dropped on the floor. 2 
1. grabbing the plate; 2. it dropping on the 

floor 

S22V20 He knocked the shield and it fell off. 2 
1. knocking the shield; 2. it falling on the 

floor 

S23V20 He touched the plate and it fell down. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling 

S24V20 He touched the trophy and it fell. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling 

S25V20 He knocked the trophy off the table. 2 1. knocking the plate; 2. it falling 

S26V20 He touched the trophy and then it fell over. 2 1. touching the trophy; 2. it falling 

S27V20 He touched the plate and then it fell off. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling off 

S28V20 
He touched the shield and then it fell off the 

table. 
2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling off 

S29V20 The man knocked over the trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy down 

S30V20 He accidentally knocked over a trophy. 1 1. knocking over a trophy 

S31V20 He knocked over the trophy. 1 1. knocking over the trophy 

S32V20 He touched the trophy and it fell. 2 1. touching the trophy; 2. trophy’s falling 

S33V20 He touched a plate and it fell off. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. falling 

S34V20 He knocked a plate over. 1 1.knocking the plate over 

    

V21 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V21 He pushed the seat and it hit the wall. 2 
1. pushing the seat; 2. seat’s hitting the 

wall 

S2V21 He pushed the chair into the wall. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S3V21 He pushed the chair and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing the chair; 2. hitting the wall 

S4V21 He pushed a seat and it moved. 2 1. pushing a seat; 2. the seat’s moving 

S5V21 He pushed a sofa and it went to the wall. 2 1. pushing a sofa; 2. the sofa’s moving 

S6V21 He pushed a seat across the room. 1 1. pushing a sofa 

S7V21 He pushed a chair. 1 1. pushing a chair 

S8V21 He pushed a chair into a wall. 1 1. pushing a chair 

S9V21 He pushed a stool on wheels into a wall. 1 1. pushing a chair 

S10V21 He pushed a stool and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing a stool; 2. it’s hitting the wall 

S11V21 He pushed a chair. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S12V21 He pushed a stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool 
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S13V21 He pushed a seat into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S14V21 A man pushed a stool across the floor. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S15V21 A man pushed a chair into the wall. 2 1. pushing a chair; 2. it hitting the wall 

S16V21 A man pushed a stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool into the wall 

S17V21 The man pushed the chair into the wall. 1 1. pushing the chair into the wall 

S18V21 The man pushed a low stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing the chair into the wall 

S19V21 A person pushed a chair into a wall. 1 1. pushing the chair into a wall 

S20V21 A person pushed the seat on the floor. 1 1. pushing the seat on the floor 

S21V21 A person pushed the stool and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing the stool; 2. it hitting the floor 

S22V21 He pushed the sofa away. 2 1. pushing; 2. it rolling away 

S23V21 The man pushed the chair and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing; 2. its hitting the wall 

S24V21 He pushed the seat and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing; 2. its hitting the wall 

S25V21 He pushed the chair. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S26V21 He pushed the chair into the wall. 2 1. pushing the chair. 2. hitting the wall 

S27V21 
He pushed the chair and it rolled towards the 

wall. 
2 

1. pushing the chair. 2. rolling towards the 

wall 

S28V21 He pushed the stool and the stool hit the wall. 2 1. pushing the stool. 2.hitting the wall 

S29V21 The man pushed a chair across the room. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S30V21 The man pushed a sofa into a wall. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S31V21 He pushed the furniture along the floor. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S32V21 He slid a stool into a wall. 1 1. sliding a stool 

S33V21 He pushed a stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S34V21 He pushed a stool. 1 1. pushing a stool 

    

V22 Linguistic Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V22 He shut the curtains quickly. 1 1. shutting the curtains 

S2V22 He shoved a curtain. 1 1. shoving the curtains 

S3V22 He pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. pulling the curtains 

S4V22 The guy closed a curtain. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S5V22 He pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S6V22 He pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S7V22 
He pulled the curtains and let them go 

themselves. 
2 

1. pulling the curtain; 2. the moving of the 

curtains 

S8V22 He drew a curtain quickly. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S9V22 He closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S10V22 He slid a curtain away from him. 1 1. sliding a curtain 

S11V22 He pulled a curtain and it moved on its own. 2 
1. pulling a curtain; 2. the moving of the 

curtain 

S12V22 A boy pulled a curtain closed. 1 1. pulling a curtain closed 

S13V22 He pulled a curtain closed. 1 1. pulling a curtain closed 
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S14V22 A man violently drew a curtain. 1 1. drawing a curtain 

S15V22 A man closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S16V22 A man pulled a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S17V22 The man pulled the curtain. 1 1. pulling a curtain 

S18V22 The man quickly closed the curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S19V22 A person vigorously closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S20V22 He angrily threw the curtain shut. 1 1. shutting a curtain 

S21V22 He pulled the blind and the blind shut. 2 1. pulling;  2. blind shutting 

S22V22 He closed the curtains quickly. 2 1. pulling;  2.curtains closing 

S23V22 The man pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. pulling the curtain shut 

S24V22 He closed the curtain forcefully. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S25V22 He flung the curtain. 1 1. flinging the curtain 

S26V22 He closed the curtain. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S27V22 He drew the curtains. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S28V22 The man swung the curtains closed. 1 1. swinging the curtain 

S29V22 A man drew a curtain quickly across the window. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S30V22 A man pulled a curtain. 1 1. pulling the curtain 

S31V22 
He closed a blind and the blind carried on 

moving. 
2 1. closing the curtain. 2. blind moving 

S32V22 He drew the curtains. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S33V22 He pushed the curtains shut quickly.  1 1. shutting the curtain 

S34V22 He closed the curtains. 1 1.closing the curtain 

    

V23 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V23 He threw a basketball and it went into the hoop. 2 
1. throwing a basketball; 2. ball going into 

the hoop 

S2V23 He threw a ball into the net. 1 1. throwing a ball into the net 

S3V23 He shot a basketball and got the ball into the net. 2 
1. shooting the ball; 2. ball going into the 

net 

S4V23 The man shot a basketball in a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S5V23 He threw the ball in the basket. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S6V23 He threw the basketball through the hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S7V23 He shot a basketball. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S8V23 He threw a basketball into a basketball hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S9V23 He scored a basketball shot. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S10V23 He shot a basketball. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S11V23 He threw a ball into a basket. 1 1. throwing the ball into the basket 

S12V23 A boy threw a basketball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the basket 

S13V23 A man threw a basketball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the basket 

S14V23 A man scored a basketball shot. 1 1. scoring the ball shot 
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S15V23 A boy shot a basketball through a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S16V23 A boy threw a basketball into a hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball 

S17V23 The man shot the ball into the basket. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S18V23 A man shot the basketball through a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S19V23 Someone shot the basketball into a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S20V23 He threw the ball and it went in the net. 2 
1. throwing the ball. 2. the ball going into 

the net 

S21V23 He threw the ball and it went through the hoop. 2 
1. throwing the ball. 2. the ball going into 

the hoop 

S22V23 He threw a ball through a hoop. 2 
1. throwing the ball. 2. the ball going into 

the hoop 

S23V23 He threw a basket ball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the hoop 

S24V23 He shot the ball into the hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball into the hoop 

S25V23 He threw the ball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the hoop 

S26V23 He threw the basketball into the hoop. 2 
1.throwing the ball; 2. it going into the 

hoop 

S27V23 The man scored a shot. 1 1. scoring a shot 

S28V23 A man scored a basketball goal. 1 1. scoring a shot 

S29V23 The man scored a hoop. 1 1. scoring a shot 

S30V23 A man put the basketball in the net. 1 1. putting the ball in the net 

S31V23 He threw a basketball into a hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball into a hoop 

S32V23 He shot a basketball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball into a hoop 

S33V23 He threw a basketball into a hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball into a hoop 

S34V23 He threw a basketball through a hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball through a hoop 

    

V24 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V24 
He pushed the swing and then the swing 

continued to move 
2 

1. pushing the swing; 2. swing swinging 

 

S2V24 He pushed the swing and watched it. 2 
1. pushing the swing; 2. watching swing 

swinging 

S3V24 He pushed the swing and it started to move. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S4V24 
He pushed the swing and then it continuously 

moved. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S5V24 He pushed the swing chair. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S6V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S7V24 
He pushed the swing and the swing swung back 

and forward. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing swinging 

S8V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S9V24 
He pushed the swing and it started to swing. 2 

1. pushing the swing; swinging of the 

swing. 
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S10V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S11V24 
He pushed the swing and it went back and 

forwards. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S12V24 Somebody pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S13V24 
A person pushed a swing and it rocked back and 

forth. 
1 1. pushing the swing back and forth 

S14V24 
A man pushed an empty swing and it started to 

swing. 
2 

1. pushing the swing; 2. it rocked back 

and forth 

S15V24  A man pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S16V24  A man pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S17V24  A man pushed the swing and the swing swung. 2 
1. pushing the swing; 2. the swing 

swinging 

S18V24 
A person pushed the swing and watched the 

swing swing. 
1 1. pushing the swing to swing. 

S19V24 
A person pushed the swing and it continued to 

swing. 
1 1. pushing the swing to swing 

S20V24 
He pushed the swing and it moved back and 

forth. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S21V24 He pushed the swing and it swung. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s swinging 

S22V24 He pushed the swing and it consistently swung. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s swinging 

S23V24 He pushed a swing and it swung by itself. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s swinging 

S24V24 
He pushed the swing and it moved back and 

forwards. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S25V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S26V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S27V24 
The man pushed the swing and the swing started 

to swing. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. swing’s moving 

 

S28V24 
The man pushed the swing and the swing started 

to move. 
2 1. pushing the swing. 2. swing’s moving 

S29V24 The man pushed the swing and it moved. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S30V24 He pushed the swing and the swing swung. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. the swing moving 

S31V24 
He pushed the swing and the swing kept moving 

on itself. 
1 1. pushing the swing 

S32V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S33V24 He pushed the swing with her hand. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S34V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

    

V25 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V25 He moved a music box across the floor.  1 1. moving a box 

S2V25 He wheeled a box across the room.  1 1. wheeling a box 

S3V25 He pulled a case and let it go. 2 1.pulling a box; 2. letting it go 
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S4V25 The man pulled a box.  2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S5V25 The man pulled the box and it turned.  2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S6V25 The man pulled the trolley to spin it.  1 1. pulling a box to spin 

S7V25 
The man pulled the box along the floor and let it 

roll for a little bit. 
2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box rolling 

S8V25 The box got dragged and was left rolling. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box rolling 

S9V25 The boy pulled a box across the room. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box rolling 

S10V25 The boy pulled a box away from him. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S11V25 The boy pulled a box and it continued to move. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S12V25 
The boy pulled a cart and let it go until it 

stopped. 
1 1. pulling a box away 

S13V25 
A man pulled a cabinet on wheels across the 

room. 
1 1. pulling a cabinet across the room 

S14V25 A man pulled a black crate and then he let it go. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. rolling by itself 

S15V25 A man pulled a box and let it go by itself. 2  1. pulling a box; 2. rolling by itself 

S16V25 He pulled the cart and it moved. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. box moving 

S17V25 
The man pulled the container and then the 

container slid. 
2 1. pulling a box; 2. container sliding 

S18V25 
A man pulled a box with wheels across the floor, 

causing it to slide. 
1 1. pulling a box to slide 

S19V25 A box was dragged and it continued to move. 1 1. pulling a box to slide 

S20V25 He pulled the box and it glided. 2 1. pulling a box; 2 box gliding 

S21V25 He pulled the box. 1 1. pulling a box 

S22V25 He pushed the box away. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. box rolling 

S23V25 He pulled a cart and let it slide across the room. 2 1. pulling a cart; 2. cart sliding 

S24V25 He dragged the box and let it go. 2 1. dragging a box; 2. letting it go 

S25V25 He dragged the box and let go of the box. 2 1. dragging a box; 2. letting it go 

S26V25 He pulled the box and let it carry on rolling. 2 
1. pulling a box; 2. letting it carry on 

rolling 

S27V25 He pulled the box and it rolled away. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. it rolling away 

S28V25 He forcefully pulled the box. 1 1. pulling a box 

S29V25 He pulled a box and it scattered across the floor.  1 1. pulling a box 

S30V25 
He pulled the case across a room and it rolled 

away.  
2 1. pulling a box. 2. box rolling away 

S31V25 He pulled the box and it moved on its own.  2 1. pulling a box. 2. box moving 

S32V25 He pulled a case on wheels. 1 1. pulling a case 

S33V25 He dragged a chest along the floor. 1 1. dragging a chest 

S34V25 He pulled a box across a room on wheels. 1 1. pulling a case 

    

V26 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 
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S1V26 He knocked the cups over. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S2V26 He knocked over a stack of cups. 1 1. knocking over cups 

S3V26 He pushed the cups off the table. 1 1. pushing the cups off 

S4V26 He knocked the cups from the table. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. the cups falling 

S5V26 He knocked the cups and they fell. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. the cups falling 

S6V26 He knocked the cups with his hands. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S7V26 He knocked over the cups with his hands. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. cups’ falling 

S8V26 He knocked over the cup tower with his hands. 1 1. knocking the cups 

S9V26 

He pushed all the paper cups onto the floor with 

his hands. 1 1. knocking the cups 

S10V26 He knocked some cups over with his hands. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S11V26 He knocked cups off the table. 1 1. knocking off the cups 

S12V26 

Somebody intentionally pushed a pyramid of 

cups over the table. 1 1. pushing the cups over 

S13V26 A man knocked over a pyramid of paper cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S14V26 

A man purposefully knocked over a tower of 

cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S15V26 A man knocked over the cups purposefully. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S16V26 He hit the cups off the table. 1 1. hitting off the cups 

S17V26 The man swept over the paper cups. 1 1. sweeping the cups over 

S18V26 

A man purposefully knocked over a stack of cups 

with his arms. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S19V26 A man knocked over a stack of cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S20V26 He knocked the cups on the floor. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S21V26 He knocked the cups on the floor. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S22V26 He knocked a stack of cups over with his hand. 1 1. pushing the cups over 

S23V26 He swept the cups off the table. 1 1. sweeping the cups off 

S24V26 He hit the cups off the table and they fell. 2 1. hitting the cups; 2. they falling 

S25V26 He knocked the cups over. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S26V26 He hit the cups off the table. 2 1. hitting the cups; 2. cups falling over 

S27V26 

The man deliberately knocked the cups off the 

table. 

1 1. hitting the cups off 

S28V26 

The man knocked the cup stand and the cups fell 

off. 

1 1. hitting the cups off 

S29V26 The man knocked over the cups on purpose. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S30V26 The man knocked over a stack of cups. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S31V26 He swept a stack of cups and they fell over. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S32V26 He hit some cups and they fell on the floor. 2 1. hitting the cups. 2. cups falling  

S33V26 He knocked the cups over with his hand. 1 1. knocking the cups over  

S34V26 He knocked the cups off the table with his hand. 1 1. knocking the cups over  
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V27 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V27 

She blew a bottle and it fell off the edge to the 

ground.  
2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. bottle’s falling 

S2V27 She blew a bottle off a shelf.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S3V27 Someone blew a bottle and it fell off the desk.  2  1. blowing the bottle; 2. bottle’s falling 

S4V27 The girl blew a bottle off the shelf.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S5V27 The girl blew the bottle and it fell on the floor.  2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. bottle’s falling 

S6V27 The girl blew the bottle off the top of the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S7V27 The girl blew the bottle off the top of the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S8V27 The girl blew a bottle off the side.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S9V27 
The girl blew a bottle onto the floor.  2 

1. blowing the bottle; 2. the bottle is 

moving 

S10V27 The girl blew a bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off the piano 

S11V27 She blew on a bottle and it fell on the ground. 2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. its falling 

S12V27 She blew a bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S13V27 She blew a plastic bottle off a shelf.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S14V27 A woman blew a bottle off a piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S15V27 A woman blew a bottle off a piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S16V27 A woman blew a bottle off a piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S17V27 The woman blew the plastic bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S18V27 A lady blew a plastic bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S19V27 A person blew a bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S20V27 She blew the bottle onto the floor.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S21V27 

She blew on the bottle and then it fell on the 

floor. 
2 

1. blowing the bottle; 2. falling on the 

floor 

S22V27 
She blew on the bottle onto the floor.  2 

1. blowing the bottle ; 2. falling on the 

floor 

S23V27 The girl blew a bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S24V27 She blew the bottle and it fell off the piano. 2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. it falling off 

S25V27 She blew the bottle off the piano. 2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. it falling off 

S26V27 She blew the water bottle off the piano.  2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. it falling off 

S27V27 The lady blew the bottle, so it fell.  2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. it falling off 

S28V27 The lady blew the bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing a bottle off 

S29V27 A woman blew a bottle off the side onto the floor. 1 1. blowing a bottle off 

S30V27 She blew the bottle off the piano. 2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. falling 

S31V27 She blew a bottle off a piano. 2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. falling 

S32V27 She blew a bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing a bottle off 

S33V27 

She blew over a bottle and the bottle fell on the 

floor. 
2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. the bottle falling 
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S34V27 

She blew a bottle off the table and it fell on the 

floor. 
2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. the bottle falling. 

    

V28 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V28 He let the door shut. 1 1. letting the door shut 

S2V28 He shut the door.  1 1. shutting the door 

S3V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S4V28 The guy closed the door.  1 1. closing the door 

S5V28 He pushed the door and it shut. 2 1. pushing the door. 2. door shutting 

S6V28 He pushed the door shut. 1 1. pushing the door shut 

S7V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S8V28 He pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S9V28 He pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S10V28 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S11V28 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S12V28 He pushed a door closed. 1 1. pulling a door closed 

S13V28 He pushed a door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S14V28 He let a door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S15V28 A man closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S16V28 A man pushed the door shut. 1 1. closing the door 

S17V28 A man shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S18V28 A man pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S19V28 A man shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S20V28 A man pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S21V28 A man pushed the door and it shut. 1 1. shutting the door 

S22V28 A man pushed the door closed. 2 
1. pushing the door; 2. the moving of the 

door 

S23V28 He shut the door and let go of the handle. 2 
1. closing the door.; 2.letting go of the 

handle 

S24V28 He pushed the door and it closed. 2 1. pushing the door; 2. door closing 

S25V28 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S26V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S27V28 The man pushed the door to close. 1 1. closing the door 

S28V28 The man closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S29V28 The man shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S30V28 The man pushed the door closed. 1 1. pushing the door closed 

S31V28 The man let the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S32V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S33V28 He closed a door. 1 1. closing a door 

S34V28 He shut a door. 1 1. shutting a door 
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V29 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, which 

caused the blood to come out of his mouth. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. blood coming out 

the mouth 

S2V29 
She punched the person in the chest and that 

person spat blood. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. spitting blood 

S3V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, which 

made his mouth bleed. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. mouth bleeding 

S4V29 
The woman punched the man in the stomach and 

the man bled. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S5V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and his 

teeth fell out. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man’s tooth 

falling 

S6V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and he 

yelled in pain. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man reacting in 

pain 

S7V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and the guy 

spat out blood because of that. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man spiting out 

the blood 

S8V29 
He got punched in the stomach, which made his 

tooth fall out. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. tooth falling out. 

 

S9V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and the man 

bled from his mouth. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S10V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and he was 

injured. 
2  1. punching the man. 2. man was injured 

S11V29 She punched the man in the stomach and he bled. 2 1. punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S12V29 
The woman punched the male in the stomach and 

he coughed up blood. 
2 

 1. A female has punched a male in the 

stomach. 2. the male coughed up blood 

S13V29 
A woman punched a man in the stomach and he 

spat out a tooth. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man spitting out a 

tooth 

S14V29 
A man got injured by a woman who punched him 

in the stomach. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man spitting out 

blood 

S15V29 
 A woman punched a man in the stomach, 

causing him to bleed. 
2  1.punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S16V29 
A woman punched a man in the stomach and he 

bled. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. the man bleeding 

S17V29 
A woman punched the man in the stomach and 

the man spat out blood. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. the man bleeding 

S18V29 
A woman punched a man in the mouth, causing 

him to bleed. 
1 1. punching the man to bleed 

S19V29 Someone was punched and he bled in the mouth. 2 1. being punched; 2. bleeding 

S20V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and caused 

him to spit out blood. 
1 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S21V29 She punched the man and his tooth fell out. 2 1. punching the man; 2. tooth falling 
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S22V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, causing 

him to bleed. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S23V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, which 

made him bleed in his mouth. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S24V29 
She hit the man in the stomach and his mouth 

started to bleed. 
2 1. hitting the man; 2. bleeding 

S25V29 She punched him and he bled. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S26V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and he bled 

from the mouth. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S27V29 The man was punched and spat blood. 3 
1. punching the man; 2. bleeding; 3. 

wiping 

S28V29 
The woman punched the man in the stomach and 

he stated to bleed. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S29V29 A woman punched someone and he bled. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S30V29 
She punched a man in the stomach and he 

coughed blood 
2 

1.She punched a man in the stomach; 2. he 

coughed blood 

S31V29 
She punched a man in the stomach and blood 

came out from his mouth. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S32V29 He got punched and he bled out his mouth. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S33V29 The woman hit the man and he started bleeding. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S34V29 
She pouched him in the stomach and he spat out 

the blood. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. spitting out blood 

    

V30 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V30 
He kicked him off the side and he fell into the 

hole. 
2  1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S2V30 He kicked someone down the hole. 1 1. kicking him down 

S3V30 Someone kicked someone else into a hole. 2 1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S4V30 
The guy kicked the enemy and the enemy fell 

into a hole. 
2 1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S5V30 The guy kicked the man and he fell down a hole. 2 1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S6V30 The guy kicked the man into the hole. 1 1. kicking him into the hole 

S7V30 He kicked the guy into the hole. 1 1. kicking him into the hole 

S8V30 
He got kicked in the chest, which made him fall 

into the hole. 
2 1. kicking; 2. falling into the hole 

S9V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 1 1. kicking the man 

S10V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 2 
1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling into 

the hole 

S11V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 2 
1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling into 

the hole 

S12V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 
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S13V30 A worrier kicked another worrier into a hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S14V30 A man was kicked down the hole by a woman. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S15V30 
A woman kicked another man, causing him to 

fall backwards. 
2 1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling 

S16V30 A woman kicked the person into the hole. 1 1. kicking the man 

S17V30 
The woman kicked his friend into the well and 

then his friend fell down. 
2 1. kicking the man; 2. falling of the man 

S18V30 A person kicked another person down into a hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S19V30 Someone kicked someone else into a hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S20V30 
She kicked the individual down, so he fell into 

the hole. 
2 

1. kicking the man; 2. falling down into 

the hole 

S21V30 She kicked the man down to the hole. 2 
1. kicking the man; 2. falling down into 

the hole 

S22V30 She kicked the man into the hole. 2 1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling 

S23V30 The woman kicked the other man down the well. 2 1. one man kicking; 2. the man falling 

S24V30 She kicked the man and he fell in the hole.  2 1. one man kicking; 2. the man falling 

S25V30 She kicked him down the hole. 2 1. one man kicking; 2. the man falling 

S26V30 She kicked the other person down the hole. 2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling 

S27V30 The man was kicked into the hole. 2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling 

S28V30 The man kicked another man into a big pit.  2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling. 

S29V30 A man kicked another man into a big hole.  2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling. 

S30V30 She kicked him down a hole. 1 1. one man’s kicking someone down. 

S31V30 She kicked man and the man fell down a hole. 2 
1. kicking one man; 2.the falling of the 

other man. 

S32V30 She kicked the man into a well. 2 
1. kicking one man; 2.the falling of the 

other man 

S33V30 She kicked the man into a well. 1 1. kicking one man into the well 

S34V30 She kicked the man into the pit. 1 1. kicking the man into the pit 

    

V31 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V31 
He chopped an apple from the tree and it fell into 

the basket. 2 1. Chopping the apple; 2. apple falling 

S2V31 He picked up an apple and it fell into the basket.  2 1. picking the apple; 2. apple falling 

S3V31 
He cut an apple off the tree and it fell into the 

basket. 2 1. Cutting the apple; 2. apple falling 

S4V31 
The cartoon character chopped an apple from the 

tree and the apple fell into the basket. 2 1. Chopping the apple; 2. apple falling 
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S5V31 He cut down the apple and it fell into the basket.  2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling 

S6V31 
The cartoon character cut the apple off the tree 

into the basket.  2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling 

S7V31 
The cartoon character cut down an apple into the 

basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling to the 

basket 

S8V31 
He cut the apple from the tree, which fell into the 

basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling to the 

basket 

S9V31 He cut the apple off the tree into a basket.  1 1. cutting the apple into the basket 

S10V31 
He cut the apple off the tree and it fell into a 

basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it falling into the 

basket 

S11V31 He cut an apple and it jumped into a basket.  
2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it jumping into the 

basket 

S12V31 
The character used pliers to cut an apple down 

from the tree.  1 1. cutting the apple down 

S13V31 
A cartoon man cut an apple off the tree and it fell 

into a basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. the falling of the 

apple 

S14V31 A man cut an apple off a tree. 
2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it falling into the 

barrel 

S15V31 
A man cut an apple, causing it to fall into a 

basket. 2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it falling into the 

basket 

S16V31 A man chopped the apple off the branch. 
2 

1.chopping the apple; 2. its falling into the 

basket 

S17V31 
The man sliced off the apple, which fell into the 

basket.   2 1.picking off the apple; 2. apple’s falling 

S18V31 
A character cut an apple from a tree and the apple 

fell into the basket.  1 1.picking off the apple; 2. apple’s falling 

S19V31 
A gardener cut an apple off a tree and it landed in 

the basket.  2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple’s landing 

S20V31 
He cut an apple from the tree, so it fell into the 

basket. 2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple’s falling 

S21V31 
He cut the branch and the apple fell into the 

basket.   2 1. cutting the branch; 2. apple’s falling 

S22V31 He chopped an apple from the tree.   2 1. his chopping; 2. apple’s falling 

S23V31 
The character cut the apple and it fell into the 

basket.  2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling 

S24V31 
He cut the apple stalk and the apple fell into a 

basket.  2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling 

S25V31 He cut an apple and it fell into a basket.   2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling 

S26V31 He cut an apple from the tree into a basket.   
3 

1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling. 3. apple 

going into the basket 

S27V31 The man cut the apple from the tree and the apple 2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling into the 
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fell into a basket.   basket 

S28V31 
The man cut the apple from the tree and the apple 

fell into a box.   2 1. his cutting; 2. apple falling into the box. 

S29V31 A man cut an apple from the tree. 1 1. cutting an apple. 

S30V31 He cut off an apple and it fell in a basket.   2 1. cutting an apple. 2. apple falling 

S31V31 
He cut off the apple from the tree and it fell in a 

basket.   2 1. cutting an apple. 2. apple falling 

S32V31 
He cut the apple from the tree and it fell into a 

basket. 2 1. cutting an apple. 2. apple falling 

S33V31 
He cut the apple off the tree and the apple fell 

into a basket.  2 1. cutting apple. 2. apple falling 

S34V31 
He cut the apple from the tree using scissors and 

the apple fell into a basket.  2 1. cutting apple. 2. apple falling 

    

V32 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V32 
He putted the ball with his golf club and it went 

into the hole.  
2 1. putting the ball; 2. going into the hole. 

S2V32 He hit a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole. 

S3V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole 

S4V32 The person hit the golf ball into the hole.  2 
1. hitting the golf ball; 2. the golf moving 

into the hole. 

S5V32 He putted the golf ball.  1 1.putting the golf ball 

S6V32 He putted the golf ball.  1 1.putting the golf ball 

S7V32 The guy putted the golf ball. 1 1.putting the golf ball 

S8V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole.  1 1. hitting the golf ball 

S9V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole.  1 1. hitting the golf ball 

S10V32 He putted the ball into the hole. 1 1. putting the golf ball 

S11V32 He hit the ball and it went into the hole. 2 
1. hitting the golf ball; 2. going into the 

hole. 

S12V32 The man putted the ball into the hole.  1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole. 

S13V32 A golfer putted a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. putting the golf ball into the hole. 

S14V32 A man putted a golf ball into a hole.  1 1. putting the golf ball into a hole. 

S15V32 A man putted a golf ball. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. it falling into a hole. 

S16V32 A man putted a golf ball.  2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. it falling into a hole. 

S17V32 The golfer putted a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. putting golf ball. 

S18V32 
A man used a golf club to hit a golf ball into a 

hole. 
2 

1. hitting golf ball; 2. the ball moving into 

the hole. 

S19V32 Someone hit a ball into a hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball into the hole. 

S20V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball into the hole. 

S21V32 He hit the ball and it rolled into the hole. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. rolling into the hole. 
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S22V32 He putted the golf ball. 2 
1. hitting golf ball; 2. the ball’s moving 

into the hole. 

S23V32 The man hit the golf ball in the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball. 

S24V32 He hit the golf ball and it went in the hole. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. going into the hole. 

S25V32 He hit the golf ball in the hole. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. going into the hole. 

S26V32 He putted the golf ball in the hole. 2 
1. hitting golf ball; 2. ball falling into the 

hole 

S27V32 
The golfer putted the golf ball and it rolled into 

the hole. 
2 

1. hitting golf ball; 2. ball rolling into the 

hole 

S28V32 The man hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball into the hole. 

S29V32 A man hit the golf ball and it went into the hole. 2 
1. hitting golf ball; 2. it moving into the 

hole. 

S30V32 He putted a ball in the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball in the hole. 

S31V32 He putted a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. putting golf ball in the hole. 

S32V32 He putted a golf ball into the hole. 2 
1. putting golf ball; 2. ball moving in the 

hole. 

S33V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 2 
1. hitting the ball; 2. ball going into the 

hole. 

S34V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole. 

    

V33 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V33 He hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing 

S2V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and it 

swung.  2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. the moving of the 

swing 

S3V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and the 

swing moved.  3 

1. holding the racket; 2. pushing the 

swing. 3. the swing’s moving 

S4V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and it 

started moving. 2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. the moving of the 

swing 

S5V33 He hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing 

S6V33 He hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing 

S7V33 
He hit the swing with a tennis racket and it 

swung back and forward. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. swing swinging 

S8V33 
He smacked the swing with a tennis racket and 

let the swing swing. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. swing swinging. 

S9V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and the 

swing swung. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. swing swinging 

S10V33 He pushed the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S11V33 
He pushed the swing with a bat and it went back 

and forwards. 2 

1. pushing the swing with a bat; 2. the 

moving of the swing 

S12V33 
He used a tennis racket to push the swing. 1 

1. He used a tennis racket to push the 

swing. 
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S13V33 
A person pushed a swing with a tennis racket and 

it rocked back and forth. 1 1. pushing the swing back and forth. 

S14V33 A person pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S15V33 
A man hit a swing with a tennis racket, causing it 

to move back and forth. 2 

1. a man pushed the swing; 2. swing 

moved 

S16V33 
A man hit a swing back and forth with a tennis 

racket. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S17V33 
The man hit a swing with a tennis racket and then 

the swing moved. 2 1. hitting the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S18V33 
A person pushed a swing by using a tennis 

racket. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S19V33 
A person pushed a swing with a racket and it 

continued to swing after 
1 1. pushing the swing 

S20V33 
He pushed a swing with a tennis racket and it 

swung back and forth. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. moving of the 

swing 

S21V33 
He hit a swing with a tennis racket and it swung 

consistently. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. moving of the 

swing 

S22V33 He pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. pushing the swing. 

S23V33 He hit a swing with a tennis racket and it swung. 2 1. pushing the swing. 2. it swinging 

S24V33 
He hit the swing with a tennis racket and it 

moved back and forwards. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. it moving. 

S25V33 He hit the swing and the swing moved. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. it moving 

S26V33 
He used a tennis racket to hit the swing. 2 

1. using the tennis racket; 2. hitting the 

swing 

S27V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and 

the swing continued to swing. 

2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging 

S28V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and 

the swing started to move. 

2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging. 

S29V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and it 

moved. 

2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging. 

S30V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and 

the swing swung. 2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging. 

S31V33 The man hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing. 

S32V33 He pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 2 1. pushing the swing. 2. swing moving 

S33V33 He hit a swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing. 

S34V33 He pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. the swinging of 

swing. 

    

V34 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V34 
The ice was swept through the water by an ice 

pick. 1 1. sweeping the ice 
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S2V34 He was pushing an ice block with a stick. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S3V34 
He was passing an ice block to someone else 

with an ice pick. 1 1.passing the ice 

S4V34 He was pushing an ice block with a metal rod. 1 1. pushing an ice block 

S5V34 
He guided an ice block along the river with a 

stick. 2 

1. using a stick to pushing; 2. ice block 

moving 

S6V34 He moved the ice with a ice pick. 1 1. moving the ice 

S7V34 
He pushed the ice cube and then let the ice cube 

go further. 2 

1. pushing the ice. 2. moving of the ice 

cube 

S8V34 He moved the ice with a stick. 1 1. moving the ice 

S9V34 He pushed the ice block across the river. 1 1. pushing the iceblock 

S10V34 
He pushed the ice block across the river with a 

hook. 
2 

1. pushing the iceblock; 2. it’s moving 

along the river 

S11V34 He moved an ice cube with a spear. 1 1. moving the ice cube 

S12V34 Somebody pushed an ice block along the river. 1 1. pushing the ice block 

S13V34 A man pushed a block of ice through some water. 1 1. pushing a block of ice 

S14V34 A man pushed ice in the water. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S15V34 A man pushed ice in the river. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S16V34 A man pushed ice on the river. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S17V34 
A man knocked the ice with the stick and then 

the ice moved. 2 1. knocking the ice.2. the ice moving 

S18V34 A character pushed a block of ice on the water. 1 1.pushing the ice 

S19V34 
A character pushed a piece of ice down the 

stream. 1 1.pushing the ice 

S20V34 He swept the ice along with the ice pick. 1 1. sweeping the ice 

S21V34 He scooped the ice along with the ice pick. 1 1. sweeping the ice 

S22V34 He pushed an ice block away with a hook. 2 1. pushing the ice; 2. it’s moving away 

S23V34 He used a stick to push the ice. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S24V34 He pushed the ice cube forward with a stick. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S25V34 He moved the ice cube. 1 1. moving the ice 

S26V34 He hit the ice so that it moved down the river. 2 1. hitting; 2. the ice moving  

S27V34 The man pushed an ice block through some river. 1 1. pushing the ice block 

S28V34 The man pushed an ice down the stream. 
2 1. pushing the ice block. 2. ice block 

moving down 

S29V34 The man swept the ice along the river. 1 1. sweep the ice along the river 

S30V34 He pushed a block of ice in the river with a stick. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S31V34 He pushed some ice along. 1 1. pushing the ice. 

S32V34 He slid an ice cube down the river. 2 1. pushing the ice. 2. ice moving. 

S33V34 He moved a block of ice with a fork. 1 1. moving an ice 

S34V34 He pushed the ice along the river. 1 1. pushing an ice 
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V35 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V35 
The cups were knocked over as he swung his 

broom. 
2 

1. The cups being knocked over by his 

broom. 2. swinging his broom 

S2V35 He knocked over a stack of cups with a broom 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S3V35 
The man turned around and he knocked cups off 

the table. 
2 

1. The man turning around; 2. his 

knocking off the cups 

S4V35 
The guy knocked over the cups from the table by 

using a broom. 
2 

1. The man moving the stick; 2. the cups 

falling 

S5V35 
He knocked the cups over with a broom and they 

fell. 
2 

1. The man knocking over the stick; 2. the 

cups falling 

S6V35 He knocked the cups over with a stick. 1 1. The man knocking over the cups 

S7V35 He knocked the cups down to the floor. 2 
1. The man knocking over the cups; 2. 

cups’ falling. 

S8V35 He knocked the cup tower over with his broom. 1 1. The man knocking over the cups 

S9V35 He knocked all the paper cups onto the floor. 1 1. The man knocking over the cups 

S10V35 
He knocked over a pile of cups with a broom 

handle. 
1 2. The man knocking over the cups 

S11V35 He knocked off cups with a broom. 1 1. knocking off the cups 

S12V35 
Somebody knocked over a pyramid of cups with 

a broom. 
1 1. knocking over the cups 

S13V35 
A man knocked over some paper cups with a 

broom. 
1 1. knocking over the cups 

S14V35 
A man turned with a broom and knocked over 

some paper cups. 
2 1. his turning; 2.knocking over the cups 

S15V35 A man knocked over the cups with a broom. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S16V35 A man knocked over the cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S17V35 
The man accidentally knocked over the paper 

cups with his broom. 
1 1. hitting over the cups 

S18V35 
A man knocked over a stack of cups with his 

stick. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S19V35 
A person knocked over a stack of cups with his 

spade. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S20V35 
He knocked over the cups with the sweep of the 

broom. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S21V35 He knocked over the cups and they fell. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. cups’ falling 

S22V35 He knocked over the cups with a broom. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S23V35 He pushed the tower cups over. 1 1. pushing the cups over 

S24V35 He knocked a stack of cups over. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S25V35 He hit the cups off the table. 1 1. hitting the cups off 

S26V35 He knocked over the cups. 1 1. knocking over the cups 
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S27V35 He knocked the pyramid of cups onto the floor. 2 1. hitting the cups. 2. cups’ falling over 

S28V35 
The man knocked some cups off the table with a 

broom. 
1 1.knocking the cups over 

S29V35 
The man accidentally knocked cups over with a 

broom. 
1 1.knocking the cups down 

S30V35 
The man knocked over a stack of cups with a 

broom. 
1 1. knocking over the cups 

S31V35 
The man knocked over a stack of cups with a 

broomstick. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S32V35 He knocked over some cups with a broom. 2 
1. turning around the broom in his hand; 

2. the cups falling 

S33V35 He knocked the cups over with a pole. 1 1.knocking the cups over. 

S34V35 The broom knocked the cups off the table. 2 1. sweeping the broom; 2. cups falling. 

    

V36 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V36 He hit a football with a tennis racket.  1  1. hitting the ball 

S2V36 
He hit a football with a tennis racket and it rolled 

away.  
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. rolling of the ball 

S3V36 
He hit a football with a tennis racket and the ball 

rolled away. 
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. the rolling of the ball 

S4V36 
He hit a football with a tennis racket and the ball 

moved away. 
2 

1. hitting the ball; 2. the moving of the 

ball 

S5V36 
He hit a ball with a bat and it rolled along the 

floor. 
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. the rolling of the ball 

S6V36 The man knocked a football with a tennis racket. 1 1. knocking a football. 

S7V36 
The man hit a ball with a tennis racket and it 

rolled forward. 
2 1. hitting a ball.2. the rolling of the ball 

S8V36 
The man hit the football with a tennis racket, 

which made the ball roll down the bench. 
2  1. hitting a ball.2. the rolling of the ball 

S9V36 
He hit a football off a wooden beam onto the 

floor with a racket. 
1  1. hitting a ball 

S10V36 He hit a football away with a tennis racket.  1 1. hitting a ball away 

S11V36 
He knocked off a football with a tennis racket 

and it went to the floor.  
2 1. hitting a ball; 2. it going onto the floor 

S12V36 
A man used a tennis racket to hit a football off a 

bench.  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S13V36 
A person hit a football off a bench with a tennis 

racket .  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S14V36 
A man knocked a football off a bench with a 

tennis racket.  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S15V36 A man hit a ball with a tennis racket, causing it to 2 1. hitting a ball; 2. it rolling off a bench 
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roll off the bench.  

S16V36 
A man hit a ball off the bench with a tennis 

racket.  
2 1. hitting a ball; 2. rolling off a bench 

S17V36 
The man hit the football with a tennis racket and 

the football rolled away.  
2 1. hitting a ball; 2. rolling off a bench 

S18V36 
The man used a tennis racket to push a football 

off the bench.  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S19V36 
The person hit a football which landed on the 

ground and it rolled into the distance. 
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S20V36 He knocked the football onto the floor. 1 1.knocking the football onto the floor 

S21V36 He hit the football with a tennis racket. 1 2. hitting the football 

S22V36 
He hit the ball with a tennis racket and it rolled 

away. 
2 1. hitting the football. 2. the ball’s rolling. 

S23V36 The man hit the football with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the football 

S24V36 
The man hit the football off the bench with a 

tennis racket. 
2 1 hitting the football. 2. falling of the ball 

S25V36 He hit the ball and the ball moved quickly. 2 1. hitting the football. 2. ball’s moving 

S26V36 
He used a tennis racket to hit the ball and then it 

hit ground and rolled away. 
2 

1. using the tennis racket; 2. hitting the 

football away 

S27V36 
The ball was hit off the bench by a man and it 

rolled away. 
 

1. hitting the ball; 2. the football rolling 

away 

S28V36 
The man hit the football with a tennis racket off a 

piece of wood. 
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. ball rolling away 

S29V36 The man hit the football and it rolled away. 2 1. hitting the ball; 2. the ball rolling away 

S30V36 
The man knocked a ball off a ledge with a tennis 

racket and it rolled away. 
2 2. hitting the ball; 2. the ball rolling away 

S31V36 The man hit a football off a the stand. 1 1. hitting the ball off 

S32V36 
The man hit a football off a plank of wood with a 

tennis racket. 
1 1. hitting the ball off 

S33V36 He hit the ball off the bench with a tennis racket. 2 1. hitting the ball; 2. ball going off 

S34V36 The man hit a football off the bench. 1 1. hitting the ball off 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


